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head technicians 

antonia bocanegra iglesias  

senior architect | specialty construction | higher technical school of architecture of seville, 2002 

senior architect | specialty urban planning | higher technical school of architecture of seville, 2002 

urban planning technician. advanced course in urban planning and territorial studies I and II | national 
institute of public administration | madrid, 2010-2011 

master’s in territorial planning, urban planning and property market | andalusia business school
foundation | seville, 2002-2003 

juan luis bocanegra iglesias  

senior architectural technician | university school of technical architecture of seville, 2003 

degree in science and technology of construction | higher technical school of building engineering of 
seville, 2014 

master’s in building structures | zigurat global institute of technology | madrid-barcelona, 2009-2010 

specialization

urban planning 

course "sustainable city: social metabolism, gender and ecological footprint" | council of environment 
and land-use planning of the junta de andalusia | seville, 2017 

course "ecological urbanism: the recovery of urban spaces" | council of environment and land-use 
planning of the junta de andalusia | seville, 2017 
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architecture 

 
course in "pathology in construction: inspection, analysis and technical assessment of buildings” | 
university extension | seville, 2002 

course in "application of new technologies to the consolidation and rehabilitation of buildings” | oficial 
college of architects of cadiz | cadiz, 2009 

course in "latest generation woodworking for historic centers” | oficial college of architects of cadiz | 
cadiz, 2009 

course in "natural hydraulic lime in rehabilitation” | oficial college of architects of cadiz | cadiz, 2011 

course in "wood structures” | oficial college of architects of cadiz | cadiz, 2005 

course in "masonry structures” | oficial college of architects of cadiz | cadiz, 2010 

course on "ten masters of contemporary architecture" | menéndez pelayo international university | 
santander, 2000 
 
 
research 

 
urban planning  

 
research thesis on "building on undeveloped land under andalusia's urban legislation" | national institute 
of public administration | madrid, 2011 

research thesis on "foundations for moving towards sustainable urban development and territorial 
planning" | national institute of public administration | madrid, 2010 

 
architecture  

 
research work "traditional materials and systems in architecture of sierra de cadiz” | oficial college of 
architects of cadiz | cadiz, 2006 

 
 
 


